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Abstract. The Internet of Things (IoT) promising a new generation of services
been offered to a human being through a world of interconnected objects (called
“things”) that may use different communication technologies. Objects, in IoT,
are seamlessly connected on its owner/user behalf. To offer services, the service
providers need to truly identify the effective actor/user rather than the com-
municated devices. Currently, users have relationships with multiple objects that
can also be used to determine their user. These relationships between actors are
changeable or may even vanish; however, they are important to distinguish the
actual requester of the service. Hence, it is important to consider them when
identifying the effective actor of the communicated object. This paper models
these relationships, representing them in a general form, and proposes a new
semantic identifier format that allows service providers to identify the service
requester identity across domains based on those relationships.
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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) represents a technological revolution in the communication
and computing fields. The core idea of IoT can be summarised in the sentence “a
worldwide network of interconnected entities” [1]. All IoT entities (people, applications/
services, and devices) have to be communicated over the Internet. Entities can com-
municate with each other, either directly or indirectly, oblivious to the underline tech-
nology being used. The ultimate goal of these communicated entities is to offer a better
service for the human beings. They vary regarding technical specifications, computing
and communication capabilities, and deployment fields. Moreover, entities have to be
uniquely identified to facilitate entities distinguishing.

To manage and control interaction with those entities, every network domain
employs a suitable Identity Management (IdM) system [2]. IdM is considered the
cornerstone of the identity lifecycle. The identity is used to describe an entity within a
specific context based on the characteristics of this entity, which can be attributed to the
entity distinctly in that context. Theoretically, an entity can have several different
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identity attributes [3–5]. IdM processes encompass the management of the entity
identities and their authentication, authorization, roles, and privileges and permissions
within or across system and enterprise boundaries [6]. IdMs aim to assure that the
service provider (SP) will offer services to a trusted requester based on a pre-
established trust relationship with the identity provider IdP to increase enterprises
security and productivity.

From a technical point of view, IoT encompasses an enormous amount of con-
nected devices and objects. These devices and objects are interconnected on behalf of
other IoT entities (interested parties). For instances, people interact with mobile phones
(or tablets), companies’ inventory systems interact with RFID (Radio Frequency ID)
readers to monitor their assets, insurance companies use telematics devices to monitor
the young drivers’ behaviour, etc. The interaction requires at least a relationship
between two entities. These relationships might not always be static in nature; it could
be dynamically established and after a period will be changed or even vanish. One can
think of scenarios of how to interact with freely available devices (or things in general)
to request services. For example, the interaction between an active RFID tag, which is
attached to a rented car, and an electronic toll system reader to pay a parking charge, or
many similar scenarios. This means that IoT will change the current ways of interaction
with entities from “owner” and “subscriber” to much broader ways such as interact
with free devices as discussed in [7–9]. However, all IoT entities have to be uniquely
identified, hence identifying such relationships has a significant role to the success of
the IoT. This is because there are many to many (m:n) interactions between devices in
the IoT environment [9] which are communicated on behalf of other entities. The
current communications between these IoT things lack the means to identify the
relationships. Thus, there is a need for a new identifier format that could lead to
identifying the effective entity through its relationship with the IoT communicated
device(s). This paper presents an identifier that could be used for global identification
of IoT entities that takes into consideration such relationships.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Sect. 2 reviews the state of the art
related to IoT identification; Sect. 3 discusses IoT actors, identify the relationships
between them and finally modelling the relationships. These relationships are repre-
sented in Global Actor Relationship Identifier format in Sect. 4, which also includes an
example of a typical identifier. Section 5 evaluates the new identifier by comparing the
current identifier proposals with the one proposed in this work. Section 6 concludes the
paper with references at the end.

2 Related Work

There are several proposals to develop an identifier to use in the IoT environment.
These can be summarised as follows.

Liu et al. [10] proposed an identifier format used to control the sensor nodes
remotely in the IoT. They focused on object identification without considering the
owner (or user) identity of that device, nor its relationship with an enterprise (or a real
person). Their identifier was composed of a domain identifier, device type and the
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device identifier using a URL style using 64-bits to formulate their identifier using the
format “dev://domain-series/devtype/legacy-name”.

Mahalle et al. [7, 11] stated that an entity’s identification could be defined by using
a collection of three parameters which are: type, identifier, and namespace in which that
identifier assigned to the entity. However, the proposal ignores an important parameter
which is the Internet connectivity characteristic of the entity. This is because they built
their work on the assumption that all entities with computing capabilities. That means
their identification ignores a large community of tiny and low capability objects, which
fill the IoT environment. Accordingly, they proposed objects and resources identifier
format for IoT, which is composed of a set of permanent or temporary attributes that
represent each end-point identification. Object mobility was considered through using a
global namespace and local namespace parameters. However, user representation is
missing again and in turn, the relationship between the user and the object is missing.
The research is limited to the internet protocol (IP) connected devices without con-
sidering other communication technologies that use intermediary devices to connect to
the Internet.

Batalla and Krawiec [12] proposed an object/service identifier, which was com-
posed of a chain of all the names, separated by a dot starting from the root; but again it
lacked a mention of the users. This identifier was proposed for sensory environments
and focused on controlling fixed devices remotely such as controlling a smart home
appliance. For example, to communicate with a light on in the first room, a control
message could be send using the format (.floor001.room0001.lightctr) followed by the
control command.

Van Thuan and Butkus [13] proposed an identifier format composed of a set of
identities based on URL format. It contained IdP identifier, domain identifier, device
identifier, and a user identifier as follows:

This identifier is used to identify the owner of the devices, and the researchers
assumed that both of them were registered within the same IdP. Moreover, they only
considered devices with computing resources and neglected other devices with low
computing capabilities. Again, the research was limited to connected devices with the
Internet Protocol and ignored other communication technologies.

Zdravkova [14] proposed an identifier format for the IoT, which was composed of
the following parameters: device type, domain identifier, user identifier, and a device
identifier as follow: “dtype|gIoTnt|unidomID|unidevID|uniuID”. The identifier used a
device type to specify the type of entity that is identified by this identifier; this entity
could be a person or device. However, the relationship between user and device was
missing again. The domain identifier was used for both the user and the device without
considering that they could be different.

As shown from this discussion, a new identifier is required to meet two require-
ments: firstly, to identify the effective entity that initiated the communication (e.g. a
user) which may not be the entity that is connected to the Internet, and secondly to
allow dynamic relationships between such entities over the IoT.
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3 Actors and Actor Relationships in the IoT

3.1 Actors in IoT

As explained above, the communicated devices are intent to interact with other devices
to offer a service to other interested parties. All of them represent actors in the IoT
environment. In our research, we use the actor concept of the IoT to refer to widely
used terms with different meanings. A number of terms have been utilised in the
literature with no clear definitions of these terms. They are entity, object, thing and
actor, which are depicted in Fig. 1. Their meaning is often mixed up and confused by
the reader. Therefore, we define them as follows:

• Entity: A general term used to describe any identified component in the IoT
environment, which has an identity and a set of attributes that describe it. Entities
represent a person, a car, a place, an organisation, an application or more that tend
to communicate with other entities to send or receive information or control
messages.

• Object: Any entity that embeds (or attached to) a communication device. The
communication device allows entities to communicate with each other and before
accessing the Internet. It may use various communication technologies such as
Radio Frequency (RF), Near Field Communication (NFC), BlueTooth BT, Wireless
Fidelity (WiFi), etc. A person who interacts with a wearable Fitbit or a PC that is
not connected to the Internet are examples of the IoT’s object.

• Thing: An object, which has Internet connectivity. Therefore, the object becomes an
active participant in the information network, i.e. a thing, as it is accessible by the
Internet and able to share its data with interested parties. The terms “smart object”
and “smart thing” are denoting to the same meaning of “thing” [15, 16].

• Actor: Represents any entity, object or thing from the IoT environment that interacts
with each other to communicate with a (possibly remote) real other object or thing
to achieve a goal. The goal could be to monitor, move, manipulate that object, or
set/get some interesting information [17, 18].

From the above definitions, all “things” in the IoT are instances of ‘entity’, but not
all entities can become things. For example, a hospital wheelchair, which has a unique
identifier to distinguish it from others is an entity in the IoT. To allow this wheelchair
become part of the IoT as a thing, it requires having Internet connectivity. By attaching
a suitable communication device to the wheelchair, it will be able to communicate
within its area using a suitable technology. In the case of using a technology that does
not have Internet Connectivity (i.e. IP stack) such as BT, it is still able to communicate
within its domain. In such a case, it will be denoted as an “object”. An additional
device is used to act as an Internet gateway to connect the wheelchair as an object to the
Internet. Next, this object (i.e. the wheelchair with the communication device) has to be
accessible by the Internet to call it a “thing” in IoT. By linking it to a patient’s
smartphone, the wheelchair becomes a thing in the IoT and now can send or receive
data through the information network.

From the above scenario, it is clear that there are two relationships: the first rela-
tionship is between the wheelchair and the communication device, while the second
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one is between the communication device and the smartphone being used to access the
Internet. These relationships represent interactions between different actors and aim to
allow the entity to become a thing in the IoT. Therefore, the wheelchair, communi-
cation device, and the smartphone, as an Internet gateway, are represented actors in IoT
that have different relationships with each other.

3.2 Relationship Types Between Actors

The IoT things collaborate/interact with each other to serve interested parties that could
be a user, a company, etc. Offering the right service requires identifying the actor/user
correctly. This interaction could be found between people and their related devices or
things, between different communicated devices, between people and applications/
services, or between devices and applications/services. Identifying these relationships
has a bearing on truly identifying the actual actor of the communicating device(s), as it
will lead to offering the right service to a true requester.

Relationships between actors in IoT may be classified into three types as follows:

1. Permanent relationship: In this relationship type, objects are collaborated to offer
services to only one Actor. Such relationship could be found with patient moni-
toring devices, personal equipment, etc.

2. Semi-Permanent relationship: Objects collaborate to offer services to several actors
but one at a time. The relationships have to be pre-established with the actors. The
objects need to offer a suitable service for each actor. The automated teller machines
and company’s assets are examples of this relationship.

3. Free relationship: In this case, the objects are collaborated to offer services to any
interested actor. No relationship needs to be established with the objects. Using an
airport’s public personal computer or stores self-check out machines are examples
of this relationship.

In the first type of relationship, i.e. a permanent relationship, both of relationship
participants have to be able to identify the other party. In other words, each participant
has to be linked to the other by precisely registered it with the IdPs. For instance, a
patient medical record with a medical centre would be able to attribute a health
monitoring device that is attached to the patient and vice versa. Similarly, in the second
relationship type, a group of actors has a relationship with a participant. Each

Fig. 1. Entity, object, thing, and actor demonstration
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participant would be able to attribute the second participant identity and vice versa.
However, the free relationship type would not help to identify the relationship par-
ticipants. This is because it is established without updating the participants’ record.
Therefore, it could not be used to attribute the identity of the participants.

3.3 Modelling Actor Relationships

As discussed above, the relationships between IoT actors have an essential role to
attribute the effective actor of the communicated one. These relationships could be
represented as follows.

3.3.1 Definitions

Definition 1 IoT Actor. Let AIoT represents the set of all Actors in the IoT environment.

AIoT ¼ a1; a2; . . .; anf g ð1Þ

Where,

8 al 2 AIoT ; al ¼ Person Devicej jApplication j Service;
l ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n; n ¼ total number of things:

That Actor ðalÞ could be a person, a device, an application or a service that interacts
with other objects to perform a required task.

Definition 2 Primary Actor. An Actor could be classified into Primary or Secondary
according to the purpose of the communication in IoT. A Primary Actor ðAPÞ repre-
sents a subset of AIoT that tend to initiate or consume services with no Internet con-
nectivity. AP could be defined as follows:

AP � AIoT ð2Þ

Where,

8 ai 2 AP; ai ¼ entity j object; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m;

m ¼ total number of primary actors

Definition 3 Secondary Actor. A Secondary Actor ASð Þ represents a subset of AIoT

composed of communication objects coð Þ being used by an actor ðaiÞ to perform a
required task. Members of AS could be either object or thing, such as a tag reader, an
IoT gateway, a mobile device, a PC, etc.
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AS � AIoT ð3Þ

Where,

8 coj 2 AS; coj ¼ object j thing; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; p;

p ¼ total number of secondary actors

3.3.2 Actor Relationship
A communication object coð Þ can be categorised according to its Internet Connectivity
ICð Þ into two types of AS. The first type is Active Object OAð Þ, which is a ðcoÞ with the
ability to connect to the Internet (implements the Internet Protocol IP stack), such as a
smartphone. The second type is Passive Object OPð Þ, which is a ðcoÞ that does not have
Internet connectivity and relies on another OA member to access the Internet. Typical
examples of such objects are a tag (e.g. RFID, BT, or NFC), a body sensor node,
application, etc. These OA and OP could be defined as follows:

OA ¼ com : com 2 AS ^ com have the IP stackf g ð4Þ

OP ¼ con : con 2 AS ^ con does not have the IP stackf g ð5Þ

The Internet Connectivity ICð Þ of AS members could be defined based on (4) and
(5) as follows:

ICðcokÞ ¼ Active; cok 2 OA

Passive; cok 2 OP

�
ð6Þ

Where,

8 cok 2 AS; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; q

To identify the active actor of any communicated object, in the IoT, the interaction
between them is required to be explicitly represented using a relationship. Let an actor
relationship, denoted by “AR”, represents an interaction of two IoT Actors. The first
actor is ðai 2 APÞ that interacts with the second actor ðcoj 2 ASÞ to allow ðaiÞ fulfils a
required task. The “AR” could be defined as follows:

8 ai 2 AP; 9 coj 2 AS

ARi;j ¼ Uses ðai; cojÞ
ð7Þ

The ICðcojÞ type plays an important role to access the Internet, as previously
discussed. Depending on the ICðcojÞ we have two cases:
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• The first one is where the ICðcojÞ type is active; this means the ðcojÞ is able to link
ðaiÞ to the Internet directly. Therefore, ARi;j, as defined in (7), is able to link ðaiÞ to
the Internet to become part of IoT environment.

• The second case is where the ICðcojÞ is passive, which means the coj
� �

is unable to
link ðaiÞ to the Internet directly. Therefore, ðcojÞ still requires to interact with
another secondary actor, e.g. ðcor 2 AsÞ, to access the Internet. If such a rela-
tionship exists between ðcoj and corÞ and ICðcorÞ is active, thus the ðaiÞ can link to
the Internet through a transitive relationship between ðai and corÞ. Then, the
Transitive Actor Relationship ðTRÞ will show the existence of a relationship
between ðai and corÞ, i.e. ðARi;rÞ, or not.
Let us assume there exist a ðcor : cor 2 OAÞ, the ðARj;rÞ relationship between
coj 2 OP
� �

and ðcorÞ could be defined following the AR relationship in (7) as
follows:

Let coj 2 OP; cor 2 OA

Uses coj; cor
� � ¼ ARj;r

ð8Þ

The relationship in (8) represents the interaction between a pair of secondary actors
where one belongs to OP and the other belongs to OA:

We can now define a general actor relationship for the IoT that is composed of
n Actors using the relationships defined in (6), (7) and (8) as follows:

Let n ¼the number of actors; n[ 1

8 ai 2AIoT ; 1� i� n� 1

ARi;iþ 1 ¼
Uses ai; aiþ 1ð Þ; n ¼ 2; aiþ 1 2 OA

0; n ¼ 2; aiþ 1 2 OP

Uses ai;ARiþ 1;iþ 2
� �

; Otherwise

8><
>:

ð9Þ

4 Global Actor Relationship Identifier Format

Identity means something that describes an “entity” accurately to distinguish it from
other entities in a domain. An identifier is a way that represents this “entity” by using a
series of numbers, characters, or a combination of them, which is meaningful in a
specific domain (namespace). The namespace represents the application area of the
“entity” identifier and can be used to distinguish it from others. The Identity Provider
system (IdP) is responsible for issuing, assigning, and managing the entity’s identifier
within a namespace.

Representing the identity of an “actor” in IoT requires an identifier that contains
sufficient information to identify it at any visited domain across its registration one. As
discussed in Sect. 2, the identity parameters proposed by Mahalle et al., are insufficient
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to identify neither tiny actors nor actors across their namespace (domain). To resolve
this limitation, the identity of an actor is extended to four parameters instead of three by
considering the actor’s Internet connectivity. In addition to minor modification of
namespace parameter to be IdP name to facilitate the identity verification process
across domains. A new identifier format is developed based on our identity parameters
to build the actor identity for the IoT. These parameters are Type, Internet Connectivity,
Identifier and identity provider of the domain that assigned this identifier to the actor.
Although it seems obvious, it is important to note that actor with active Internet
connectivity can only be of a device actor type as it represents the communication
device. Thus, the Identity of an Actor is represented as follows:

8 al 2 AIoT

IdentityðalÞ ¼ T alð Þ; IC alð Þ; Id alð Þ; IdPðalÞf g ð10Þ

Where,

T alð Þ Represents the actor’s type, as defined in (1);
IC alð Þ Represents the actor’s ability to access the Internet, as defined in (5);
Id alð Þ Represents the identifier that is assigned to alð Þ by the IdP;
IdP alð Þ Represents the domain’s identity provider in which the identifier is
assigned to ðalÞ;
To formulate a Global Actor Relationship Identifier ðGARIÞ we have to re-represent

the general actor relationship, which is defined in (9), in a way that is able to show the
actor identity parameters defined in (10). Thus, we propose the following ðGARIÞ
format that is composed of three main parts as follows:

• Actors_Relation_Specifier, which is used to specify the characteristics of the rela-
tionship participants. These are firstly, the type of aið Þ as it defined in (1). Secondly,
IC aj

� �
to determine the way of contacting aið Þ. Thirdly, TRð Þ to specify the exis-

tence of a transitive actor relationship when IC aj
� �

is passive, as discussed in (8).
Finally, the relationship type, as discussed earlier in 3.2, which will allow the SP to
decide whether the IdPðajÞ will query to verify the aið Þ identity or not.

• IdentificationðaiÞ, it is used to specify the identifier of ðaiÞ and the IdP ðaiÞ that
assign this identifier.

• Identification aj
� �

; it could be represented in two forms according to the IC aj
� �

type
in the first part. The first form is similar to the second part to represent the iden-
tification of ðajÞ when the IC aj

� �
type is active. Whilst, the second form is to

represent the additional actor relationship (if existent) when the IC aj
� �

type is
passive.

The ðGARIÞ format is defined as follow:

GARI ¼ fActors Relation Specifier; IdentificationðaiÞ;
IdentificationðajÞg ð11Þ
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Where,

ai 2 AP � AIoT ; aj 2 AS � AIoT ;

Actors Relation Specifier ¼ T aið Þ; IC aj
� �

; TR; T ARi;j
� �� � ð11:1Þ

Identification aið Þ ¼ IdP aið Þ : IdðaiÞf g ð11:2Þ

Identification aj
� � ¼ IdP aj

� �
: Id aj

� �� � ð11:3Þ

GARI contains all the required information that will facilitate identifying the
effective actor by the SP as the end point of service request. Thus, the SP’s confidence
of offering their services to the right requester will be improved by involving more IdPs
in the requester identification process based on the relationship type.

To illustrate the actor relationship, in GARI, of an entity in IoT, let us consider the
wheelchair scenario, discussed earlier in Sect. 3.1 as an example. In this scenario,
shown in Fig. 2, there are three actors (a primary actor and two secondary actors) and
two relationships. The first relationship ðAR1;2Þ is between the wheelchair as a primary
actor and the BT communication device attached to it. However, AR1;2 is unable to
access the Internet as IC a2ð Þ is passive. Thus, the second relationship is needed to link
the wheelchair to the Internet. The second relationship ðAR2;3Þ is between the BT
device and the smartphone with WiFi technology to access the Internet. Although the
IC a2ð Þ is passive, it is obvious that the TR does not exist between a1ð Þ and a3ð Þ.

Fig. 2. An example of GARI composing
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To allow the wheelchair to be uniquely identified in the IoT, we have to compose a
GARI identifier based on these relationships.

As shown in Fig. 2, the receiver of the GARI message can recognize that the
effective actor of this communication is a passive device (the 0 value in IC field) and
the two relationships between the three actors. Moreover, the NHS-111 is the only IdP
that could be used to identify the effective actor because of its permanent relationship
type and inexistence of a transitive relationship to use the IdP a3ð Þ. This way, GARI
helps the receiver to identify the effective actor.

5 Evaluation

Identifying the effective actor of a communicated device across domains in an open
environment like IoT is still an issue facing SPs. This is because the nomadic nature of
the IoT entities that can freely join and leave different SPs to get their services. To solve
this problem, SPs need a new identification method that can seamlessly interoperate
with external IdPs based on dynamically establishing trust relationships to identify the
actor’s identity. This method might improve the SPs interoperability as the IoT is a
huge community of entities and identifying them requires more dynamic and scalable
method. This method requires a special identifier format that contains sufficient
information, which is what we focused on in this paper. However, this is a work in
progress, and more work is underway to develop an identification method and protocol
before the format is thoroughly tested. In this section, we evaluate the proposed format
based on its perceived benefits in comparison to other identifiers.

The comparison between existing identifier proposals and GARI is presented in
Table 1. The table shows that almost all of the proposals encompass the device
identifier and the IdP (or domain namespace) information. However, all existing
proposals lack any information related to the user type of the communicated device. In
addition, none has considered the user-device relationships, which we believe to be
essential in identifying the effective actors. By specifying these relationships in GARI,
SPs will be able to identify the IdPs to be used in the identification of the effective
actor, based on the relationship type and the transitive actor relationship existence.
Moreover, all existing methods ignored Internet Connectivity of the entities, assuming
all devices able to access the Internet. Thus, existing identifiers are unable to identify
passive objects globally in comparison with GARI.

To sum up, existing proposals fail to distinguish between primary and secondary
actors. In other words, it will not be possible for connected parties to make a distinction
between those who make a connection on behalf of others. In comparison, GARI
makes it possible to use relationships between actors and cross-domain information to
identify such entities.
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6 Conclusion

The IoT is a technology revolution that will change the relationships between inter-
connected entities. Identifying these relationships has a direct impact on the identifi-
cation of the effective actor of the communicated object. The Internet connectivity of
the communication object leads identifying its ways to access the Internet as it might
require establishing an additional relationship when the object is passive. This will
allow a broad range of tiny and passive objects to be part of the IoT and recognise them
globally by following these relationships. Although previous work has used multiple
parameters to identify these entities, such parameters are insufficient to fully describe
how entities collaborate to establish a connection to the Internet. In this work, we
argued that the identity of entities in IoT could be sufficiently established based on the
existence of four parameters: type, Internet connectivity, identifier and the Idp. There-
fore, to identify the entities globally in IoT we need to represent these relationships and
all other required information in a semantic identifier format. The relationships in the
IoT are defined and modelled in this research and then represented in a new identifier
format (called GARI), to solve this issue. Further work is underway to develop a new
identification method and a protocol that will be used to verify the identity of the
effective actor of communicated devices across-domains.
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